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WINNING

SUCCESSFUL TRIAL STRATEGIES FROM 10 OF THE NATION’S TOP LITIGATORS

MARTIN R. LUECK

Conveying the thrill of invention
By June Bell
SPECIAL TO THE NATIONAL LAW JOURNAL
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perfecting auto-focus technology for video cameras.
Stauffer’s invention made it
possible for amateurs to
make quality home movies,
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a case.
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completing his invention, he remained
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for Eolas, which reached a verdict on
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Stauffer was particularly effective in
explaining the thrill of invention, which
helped the jury understand why Honeywell

Lueck doesn’t apologize to jurors for

Lueck said he had no trouble keeping

was determined to protect his patent.
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witnesses and information straight thanks

“Hereally brought alive both how simple
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“People say to keep it simple, but you
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with nerves but gratitude. He said he

Doyle and Stauffer were engaging personalities, but their testimony alone wasn’t
enough to win their cases, the litigator
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